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0. Preamble 

This Release Note introduces TT8750+ firmware version TT8750PR01A03V06 and briefly 
describes the benefits over preceding release. Also you can find difference compared with 
preceding release. 
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1. Current Release 

1.1. SkyPatrol Protocol Support 

TT8750+ firmware TT8750PR01A04V03 supports TT8750+ Air Interface Protocol Skypatrol 
version 1.13.  For detailed information about the protocol, please refer to the document 
TT8750+AT001 - SkyPatrol AT Command Set - Rev 1_13. 

1.2. New Features 

The following table lists new features compared with the preceding firmware release, 
version TT8750PR01A03V06. 
 

Item Brief description 
1 Add AT$TTIW command to setup the idle warning 
2 Add AT$TTRR commando to setup report after reset 
3 Add AT$TTA command to setup the tow alert warning 
4 Add AT$TTRBI command to setup the periodic report base in ignition 
5 Add AT$TTGPSHEAD command to set an angle threshold to monitor GPS heading 

change 
6 Add the input function 51 to monitor the GPS heading change (AT$TTGPSHEAD) 

1.3. Improve Features 

The following table lists features or parameters that have been changed or improved 
compared with preceding firmware release, version TT8750PR01A03V06 
 

Item Brief description 
1 Add a new parameter <period> in the command AT$TTGSMJDC to optimize the 

algorithm of jamming detection.  
2 Add a parameter <show ok> at the end of the command AT$TTFNTEXE to decide 

whether to output "OK" response. 
3 Add the current counter state of the counter in the response of the command 

AT$TTCNTQRY. 
4 Add a parameter <port need> at the end of the command AT$TTACKCFG to decide 

whether to filter a UDP server with port number when the unit receive a command 
from the UDP server. 
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2. Release History 

2.1. TT8750PR01A03V06 

2.1.1. SkyPatrol Protocol Support 

TT8750+ firmware TT8750PR01A03V06 supports TT8750+ Air Interface Protocol Skypatrol 
version 1.12.  For detailed information about the protocol, please refer to the document 
TT8750+AT001 - SkyPatrol AT Command Set - Rev 1_12. 

2.1.2. New Features 

The following table lists new features compared with the preceding firmware release, 
version TT8750PR01A02V12. 
 

Item Brief description 
1 Set the maximum group id configured by user to 199. 
2 Add the new command AT$TTFNTEXE to execute an output event immediately.  
3 Add AT$TTSP command to setup the protocol to be used in all macro definition 
4 Add AT$TTDI command to setup the distance report 
5 Add AT$TTDL command to download the log to the serial port 
6 Add AT$TTHB command to setup the keep alive periodic report 
7 Add AT$TTIPHB command to setup the report when IP changes 
8 Add AT$TTNR command to setup the period to network restart 
9 Add AT$TTRI command to setup the periodic report 
10 Add AT$TTRN command to get the current position 
11 Add AT$TTSR commando toe activate the output 
12 Add AT$TTE command to setup the trip event reports 
13 Add AT$TTRBI command to setup the periodic report base in ignition 

2.1.3. Improve Features 

The following table lists features or parameters that have been changed or improved 
compared with preceding firmware release, version TT8750PR01A02V12 
 

Item Brief description 
1 Fix the bug that the counter could not be saved after the command AT$RESET 

executed. 
2 Fix the bug that the unit will reset when we use the command AT$TTIOCO to 

control an input port. 
3 Improve algorithm to determine positions inside or outside of the route geo-fences 
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4 Fix the bug that the unit will reply ERROR when we use the command 
AT$TTFNTDEL to delete a non-existent event. 

5 Fix the bug that the counter can not be activated with the output event 27 when 
the original limit of the counter is 0. 

6 Modify the duration of the over speed event to the maintaining time of the latest 
over speed event rather than the total duration of the over speed events after 
power on. 

7 Fix a bug about SMS server, when no SMS server is configured but there is a 
message which is expected to send a SMS server. And then set the SMS server, but 
the unit can not send the message to the SMS server until reset the unit. 

8 Fix the bug that the state of the message changes to sent even if the TCP server 
didn't receive the message. This bug was happening when the TCP connection is 
closed by the server in the old firmware. 

9 Try to avoid the inconvenience that the counter reaches to 2147483647 and can 
not be restored. 

10 Fix the bug that the duration of the over speed event in the message probably has 
great gap with the real duration of the over speed event. 

11 Setup the state of all output IOs except USER LED1 and USER LED2. 
12 Modify the algorithm to realize the GSM jamming feature.  
13 Modify the mechanism for the response of transition events. The transition event 

will be triggered for only one time when the state of the event changes to TRUE 
from FALSE. 
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2.2. TT8750PR01A02V12 

2.2.1. SkyPatrol Protocol Support 

TT8750+ firmware TT8750PR01A02V12 supports TT8750+ Air Interface Protocol Skypatrol 
version 1.11.  For detailed information about the protocol, please refer to the document 
TT8750+AT001 - SkyPatrol AT Command Set - Rev 1_11. 

2.2.2. New Features 

The following table lists new features compared with the preceding firmware release, 
version TT8750PR01A02V08. 
 

Item Brief description 
1 Add the output event 58 to add the value of the user variable indicated by param2 

to the user variable indicated by param1 

2.2.3. Improve Features 

The following table lists features or parameters that have been changed or improved 
compared with preceding firmware release, version TT8750PR01A02V08 
 

Item Brief description 
1 Improve algorithm to determine positions inside or outside of the polygonal 

geo-fences 
2 Fix a bug with ADC2 is sent in binary format it was always cero 
3 Improve algorithm to determine positions inside or outside of the route geo-fences 
4 Fix a bug with ADC2 is sent in binary format it was always cero  
5 Fix the bug that the unit will reboot when the number of active route geo-fences 

exceeds 4. 
6 Fix the bug that the counter caring ignition on doesn’t work after power on if the 

ignition is on always 
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2.3. TT8750PR01A02V08 

2.3.1. SkyPatrol Protocol Support 

TT8750+ firmware TT8750PR01A02V08 supports TT8750+ Air Interface Protocol Skypatrol 
version 1.11.  For detailed information about the protocol, please refer to the document 
TT8750+AT001 - SkyPatrol AT Command Set - Rev 1_11 

2.3.2. New Features 

The following table lists new features compared with the preceding firmware release, version 
TT8750PR01A02V08. 
 
Item Brief description 

1 Modify the behavior of the command AT$TTARG. AT$TTARG=2 will activate GPRS 
and AT$TTARG=3 will establish the connection to the first server if it is a TCP server. 

2 After a TCP session was closed by the server, the unit will reopen the session 30 
seconds later. 

3 Add AT+ESMLCK command to run sim lock process 
4 Modify the format of the counter information in counter messages. 
5 Set the port of the first server as the local port for UDP session. 
6 Add the output event 57 to output message to the auxiliary serial port. 
7 Modify the behavior for the command AT$TTARG=1. In this setting, the report 

message can not be sent automatically unless the GPRS is activated because of 
other reason. 

8 Modify the behavior of the command AT$TTSNDMG=3,””. This command will send 
message to the PAD server. 

9 Add the command AT$TTSNDMG=5 to send data to the auxiliary serial port. 
10 If the number list for the command AT$TTCAIDLST is empty, the incoming call will 

be ignored. And it will be handled by the command ATS0 or ATA or ATH. 
 

2.3.3. Improved Features 

The following table lists features or parameters that have been changed or improved 
compared with preceding firmware release, version TT8750PR01A02V04. 
 
Item Brief description 

1 Set the default settings of the command AT+CNMI as “2,2,0,0,0” to make the unit 
received commands via SMS default. 

2 Fix the bug that the GPRS is still attached in the area without GSM coverage. 
3 Fix the bug that the IP address doesn’t lost in the area without GSM coverage. 
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4 Fix the bug that the message without receiving ACK will be discarded after GPRS 
reset if ip reselect is set as 1 in the command AT$TTACKCFG. 

5 Fix the bug that the IO input event could be not triggered if the operation was 
generated before the unit reset by the command AT$RESET. 

6 Fix the bug that the SMS command doesn’t support starting with “At” and “aT” 
7 Fix the bug that the output event 52 calculates a wrong alarm time sometimes. 
8 Fix a bug that the maximum length of messages sent via SMS is 159. The real 

maximum length should be 160. 
9 Fix a bug that When IN1 is in GND and AT$RESET happen 0 value is send again. 
10 Fix a bug that the concatenated command could causes the unit reset. 
11 Fix a bug that the counter information in the Counter message is incorrect. 
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2.4. TT8750PR01A02V04 

2.4.1. SkyPatrol Protocol Support 

TT8750+ firmware TT8750PR01A02V08 supports TT8750+ Air Interface Protocol Skypatrol 
version 1.11.  For detailed information about the protocol, please refer to the document 
TT8750+AT001 – SkyPatrol AT Command Set – Rev 1_11 
 

2.4.2. New Features 

The following table lists new features compared with the preceding firmware release, version 
TT8750PR01A02V04. 
 
Item Brief description 

1 Enable the auxiliary serial port. After the auxiliary serial port is ready, it will output 
“RDY” through the auxiliary serial. 

2 Add the command AT$TTIOMOD to switch the work mode of PIN15 (0 means 
GPIO10 and 1 means AD2). 

3 Add the audio commands AT$TTMRG, AT$TTSVL, AT$TTSDT, AT$TTECHO and 
AT$TTNRCFG. 

4 Add the PAD commands AT$TTPASPCFG, AT$TTPASPCMF, AT$TTPASP and 
AT$TTPASPACT for the PAD function. 

5 Add Input event 4 to detect the state of GPIO10. 
6 Add command AT$TTBUZCFG to set the frequency and duty for BUZZER* 
7 Add command AT$TTBUZCTR to play or stop BUZZER* 
* Only for devices with internal buzzer 

2.4.3. Improved Features 

The following table lists features or parameters that have been changed or improved 
compared with preceding firmware release, version TT8750PR01A01V24. 
 
Item Brief description 

1 Fix a bug it can handle the SMS command with some special characters, such 
[,],{,},etc. 

2 Change the output event 27 to reset the current value of the counter to 0 besides 
reset the limit value. 

3 Fix a bug that the unit will resend the same message continuously if the <ip 
reselect> is set as 1 for output event 25. 

4 Fix a bug that the unit will reboot when a SMS command is received after a 
concatenated AT command is executed via UART. 
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5 Modify the bit3 to control whether to display IO state for Geo_message. 
 


